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Thank you to those who have contributed to this newsletter.
Your contributions for future editions are welcome;
please contact the editor, Steve Page
Tel: 01761 433418, or email page564@btinternet.com
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A group photo by Chris Challis at Lydney Junction, having travelled there from Norchard in the
Inspection Saloon in the background.
A full report of our visit to the Dean Forest Railway on 11 Sept by Andrew Tucker is on pages 5-7.

Obituary – Brian Neill (1936 – 2021)
It was with shock and sadness that we learnt of the death of Brian Neill. Those of you who came on
our visit to the Dean Forest Railway on 11 September will have seen and perhaps spoken to Brian
and his wife Pam. He did appear to be rather frail and perhaps a little confused but he was keen to
join us and raise some relevant questions as we toured the museum, engine shed and signal box.
During the following weeks Brian’s health deteriorated and he was admitted to the Royal United
Hospital in Bath where he died on 31 October.
Brian was an engineer by profession and worked in a number of different fields. In the mid-1970s
he was employed in the signalling division of the Westinghouse Brake and Signal Company as a
technical author. Colleagues recall his skill in taking their rough notes and reworking them in to
instruction manuals.
As a long-time member of the Fraternity Brian served on the committee for a number of years and
was a regular winner of the annual quiz. He was interested in all forms of transport but his main
focus was on railways and buses. Brian was a very active member of the Bristol Vintage Bus
Group which is, appropriately, based in Brislington. He also travelled extensively abroad to
photograph and ride on trains, trams, etc.
We extend our condolences to Brian’s wife Pam and their son Ian together with his family. They
travelled over from Canada to attend the funeral which was held in Shepton Mallet on 18
November. Our Chairman and several members were there to represent the Fraternity.
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A Visit to the Bath & West Railway

- by Andrew Tucker

Eighteen members plus a few guests took up the invitation to visit the Bath & West Railway on 21
August. The rain earlier in the morning had stopped by the time we arrived and we were
immediately steered towards the refreshments of tea/coffee and biscuits (and doughnuts for those
who were at the front of the queue).
After being welcomed by the Chairman of ESSMEE (East Somerset Society of Model and
Experimental Engineers) we were handed over to Chris Kelly who had organised the morning for
us. Chris explained that the activities on site this morning were to do with getting the railway ready
for next weekend when it will be running during the three days of the Bath & West Country
Festival. They have routines and check lists to ensure that everything is safe to run.
We were split into groups of four or five to have a closer look at what was going on. The group I
was in started with the carriages. They have four rakes of three that they use for public services.
Most are ‘sit astride’ but each set has a guard’s vehicle with ‘fore and aft’ seating. Like almost
everything else on site the carriages were made by ESSMEE members including the bogies and air
brake system. There are disc brakes on every axle. Brakes are normally operated by the driver but
the guard also has brake controls and a speedometer. One carriage carries a plaque to record that
HRH the Prince of Wales rode in it and another was used by Sophie Countess of Wessex.
A hand bell was rung when it was time for groups to move round to the next location. Visits to the
signal box (with a miniature lever frame and full interlocking) and workshop were included together
with a look at the steam and diesel locomotives. Fortunately, the weather stayed dry for our trips
around the lake on the half mile dual-gauge line (7¼ and 5 inch). The 5 inch gauge has extensive
marshalling yards and we were told that when other model engineering clubs visit there can be up to
a hundred 5 inch gauge wagons to be shunted. A visiting rake of Pullman carriages had appeared in
the past and had been much admired.
The morning was much enjoyed by all of us from the Fraternity and, in addition to the vote of
thanks, a donation was made towards ESSMEE funds.

Footnote – I was interested to hear that the Society’s arrangement with the Bath & West Show
Society includes paying a rent as well as a commitment to be open for the public during the main
shows each year. Proceeds from these running days are shared with the landlord.
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Photo by Chris Kelly, ESSMEE
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A Visit to the Dean Forest Railway

- by Andrew Tucker

It was third time lucky for our visit to the Dean Forest Railway. This outing was originally planned
for 2020 and then moved to July this year and finally took place on 11 September which turned out
to be a lovely sunny day.

The arrangements for the journey from Wells
to Norchard also had to be changed because
Mike Walker, who has often provided one or
two of his 1960s Bristol Greyhound coaches
for our trips, is recovering from a heart attack
Instead, his friend, Kelvin Amos, took us
swiftly to and from the DFR using his 1978
Leyland Leopard coach which is in
Badgerline livery. We were met in the station
car park by Denis Martin who handed out our
wrist band “tickets” and information about
the railway.

Having arrived early at Norchard we had time for an initial look around the station before catching
the 11.50 departure. The arrangement at Norchard is interesting because there is a low-level
terminus platform from the line coming in from Lydney and a high-level platform serving through
trains from Parkend to Lydney Junction. This has all been created since 1970 by the
preservationists – historically there was a colliery on the site together with a coal-fired power
station, both rail-served from the adjacent branch line.
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A Visit to the Dean Forest Railway - continued
For our round-trip on the line, we had the use of the Observation Saloon. The seating capacity of
this well-appointed vehicle is twenty five so two of our group of twenty seven had to travel in the
adjacent coach and then swapped around at the half-way stage. There are two saloons separated by
a guard’s compartment, toilet and pantry (not in use while we were on board). Seating is mainly
along the sides with a few loose armchairs and of course windows at both ends for a view along the
line (except when coupled to other stock). Our locomotive was a GWR small prairie no. 5541
gleaming in its BR lined green livery.
On our return to Norchard we were met by the Curator of the Museum, Christopher Hill. He
explained that he would not be able to stay for the afternoon and anyone wanting the conducted tour
of the museum would have to go there with him straightaway. Although our thoughts were very
much turning to lunch a good number went with him for the tour. This gave an interesting insight
into the history of the area, particularly coal mining, and the development of the railways including
the Severn & Wye which opened from Lydney to Parkend in 1810. Originally a horse-worked
tramway the line was later converted to broad gauge and eventually standard gauge.
The plan for the afternoon had been to split in to three groups of nine or ten and then take it in turns
to have conducted tours of the signal box, workshop and museum. However, after eating and with
the museum tour already done, we split in to two rather larger groups to go to the signal box and
workshop.
We were welcomed at the signal box by
Alastair who explained the working of the
box, the area it controls and the various
instruments together of course with the lever
frame and token machines. The workshop
tour was conducted by Adam who showed us
work currently in progress in the main shop
area including a pannier tank that was nearing
the end of its overhaul and work in progress
on another tank engine and a BR Mk.1
carriage. Outside in the yard there were
wagons in “before and after” condition. We
admired the high standard of the finish on a
GWR Fruit D van. Locomotives included a
pair of Austerity 0-6-0 saddle both in very
smart Longmoor Military Railway livery.
During the day a class 08 diesel shunter had
been running brake van rides in between the
steam hauled train on the “main line”.
Shortly before we came away the 08 returned
to the yard and proceeded to shunt stock for
the following day.
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A Visit to the Dean Forest Railway - continued

A selection of railway artefacts on display at Norchard, including an Unidentified Flying Object top left?
Photo by Chris Challis.

We left Norchard in Kelvin’s Badgerline coach just before 16.30 and we were back at Wells Bus
Station at 18.00. Our thanks to Kelvin and the staff and volunteers at the Dean Forest Railway for a
very enjoyable visit.

Invitation to Visit Signal Boxes on the DFR

- by Andrew Tucker

For our visit to the Dean Forest Railway we were due to be accompanied by David Collins from the
line’s Signal and Telegraph Department. At the last minute, David had to stand in for the signalman
at Lydney Junction so was unable to be with us.
However, he has now offered to host a special visit by any Fraternity members who wish to look in
detail at the signalling on the DFR or spend a day in one of the boxes. If you are interested please
contact me so that I can coordinate the arrangements with David. (Andrew Tucker, 01749 830695
andrewctucker@btinternet.com )
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Railways in Art

- with Eric Bottomley GRA

A resume of our meeting on 14 September, by Andy Ball
Eric started his talk by talking about his personal history from when he used to train spot near his boyhood
home in Chaddesden near the Calder Valley line seeing the Bank Hall Jubilees and its un-named Patriot no
45517. Regretfully his interest in trains ceased at the age of 13 years temporarily as other interests were
developed. At school he failed the eleven plus and then went to a secondary modern school where he
excelled in Art but not much else.
He ascribed his progress to three pieces of luck. The first was that he attended Oldham School of Art and
Craft, starting at the top of the class and leaving three years later at the bottom, having had to make a clay
model of the Venus di Milo and do Heraldic painting in enamels onto metal. Not skills that made him
employable.
The second was that a drinking friend of his uncle who worked in advertising helped him create a portfolio
which got him a job in Spicers Advertising Agency from where he spent his lunch hours in Manchester Art
Gallery. After a holiday in Bournemouth he moved there, where his first printed image was of a loaf of
bread! However photography was taking over and Artists were too expensive, so lucky break no. three was
that a rumour spread that there was a chap producing paintings of steam engines and from then on things
began to take off.
A meeting with Peter and Graham Farish produced a sheet with Eric’s painting of a Black Five on one side
and images of Graham Farish N gauge products on the other. This was distributed in both the Railway
Magazine and Railway World. Peter suggested a trade stand at Model Railway shows which he shared with
Farish.at IMREX and the Bristol show and so he began meeting both private and business customers. An
early customer was Imperial Tobacco who wanted 30 off images of both railway and sports cars. Meeting
people from railway preservation societies lead to commissions from the likes of the Talyllyn and Swanage
Railways and the Somerset & Dorset Trust. This latter commission led to a meeting with Ivo Peters of S&D
photographs fame who gave Eric permission to paint from any of his images.
Moving to Much Markle in 1988 saw him publishing his own prints starting with a thousand of a Castle class
Locomotive in the Malvern hills which sold rapidly. Experience has shown that for successful sales go for
nostalgia in the form of steam locomotives, not many people want a class 47 diesel!
The 80’s and 90’s saw local newspapers featuring his paintings relevant to their area and then selling prints.
Eric’s paintings and prints can be seen on the internet covering many different locations including:
Wolverhampton Low level (King Class), Wicker Arches Sheffield (B17 class), Cardiff (Hawkesworth
County), and Ipswich (L1 class). Many of the paintings of urban locations include trams, buses and what are
now classic cars. Eric’s favourite painting is of a Royal Scot from Leeds Holbeck racing the storm on the
Settle and Carlisle.
His techniques include working at a location and then adding in appropriate detail, a good example being of
the painting of the Waltham Abbey Gun Powder Mills where the original narrow-gauge railway and canal
boat and canal have long since disappeared but were included in the painting by reference to other sources to
recreate the picture wanted by the customer. Another example of this being a post card of Wells Market
Place. The colour palette Eric uses is that used by Atkinson Grimshaw who is a local artist which is ideal for
railway and other subjects giving realistic images.
Eric’s favourite Railway Artists are David Shepherd and Terence Cuneo, but he will paint anything especially
history which can be done from old black and white photographs which can require additional reference
material which can be difficult to source. He has a particular liking for the Newlyn Artist School in the
Penlee Gallery. Largish commissions can take a month or two if reference material is available but Eric is
now trying to retire so he can get out more to sketch real life.
The talk was well illustrated, both in pictures and amusing stories about his artistic life and well worth
hearing.
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More Railway Tales

- by David Hartland

A resume of our meeting on 12 October, by Andy Ball
David held a senior position at Brecknell Willis of Chard, a company specialising in current
collection from both third rail and overhead wire. His presentation covered a wide range of subjects
with many amusing stories and photographs. Just a few of them being outlined below.
It started with Toads and the telegraph system where all GWR wagons had a code name and brake
vans were known as “Toads”. Unlike most other railways GWR toads had a single veranda, so
where a turn table was available had to be turned at the end of each trip.
A professional visit to Brazil led to an up-country excursion to Pernambuco in search of the fabled
last Lynton and Barnstable Railway loco “Lew” which on closure of the railway was exported to
Brazil and then disappeared. After many enquiries to the Portuguese speaking locals, its probable
last location was found, but sadly, no locomotive. However, he did enjoy footplate rides on a
working steam powered line carrying iron ore and coal. Sharing the footplate of a large narrow
gauge 2-10-2 gas producer engine with the great locomotive engineer L D Porta hauling 1200ton
loads over 1-100/1-80 gradients with extremely poor coal. A tribute to Porta’s designs.
A trip to Berlin just after the fall of the Wall saw him below ground in the U-bahn which after the
wall’s erection had been an escape route via ghost stations to the western sector. The taxi driver
switched off the meter because he was proud to show Brits the wall under which he had smuggled
his parents using a fake pass to access the U-bahn. David saw Werner von Siemens pioneering
electric locomotive which collected current via a centre rail, returning it via the running rails.
Images of worn rail demonstrated the different wear on the inner and outer rails of a canted curve in
the line. The former being ground flat and the latter heavily worn on its inner edge.
A video taken from the rear of a US diesel loco hauling a heavy freight train through a twister
showed the leading wagons being battered around and finally blown completely clear of the track,
the remainder of the train then catching up and piling up at the rear of the locomotive. A rather
dramatic demonstration of the power of the weather.
A photograph of a mixed gauge cross-over led to a story of the replica Iron Duke on its Didcot
debut. This loco has a rigid wheelbase and had not previously run through curves or points.
Inevitably it derailed, a photograph showed the outer leading wheel riding up the side of the rail at
the point of derailment. Not having suitable equipment to measure the loading of the springs over
each wheel a novel solution was used. A two-penny piece was placed in front of each wheel and the
Iron Duke rolled over them. Afterwards examination the different flattening of the coins clearly
showed which wheels were carrying the most and least load, allowing the springing to be adjusted
for satisfactory running.
The whole talk was informing, interesting and amusing - what more could we have wanted?
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Homing Pigeons

by Andrew Tucker

I gave my talk on The Railway at Evercreech to the Local History Society recently. This is the same
one that is in the WRF Programme of meetings for January 2022. One of the photos I used is of a
Pigeon Special which got me wondering about the transport and release of the birds by the railway.
Below is an extract from the BR “General Appendix to Working Timetables and books of Rules and
Regulations” which covers Homing Pigeons.
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My Life in Transport

by Jonathan Jones-Pratt

A resume of our meeting on 9 November, by Andy Ball
Jonathan is the Chairman of the West Somerset Railway. He started his career in the bus industry at
Weston-Super-Mare, before taking his current position at the WSR.
As a young lad Jonathan’s main interest was in railways, fostered in the Welsh valleys seeing class
37 and 47 diesels as this was after the time of steam locomotives. However, 5” gauge locomotives
at Ashton Court before moving up to a 71/4” gauge Prairie Tank gave hands-on experience of steam
locomotives before graduation to driving turns on standard gauge engines at the GWS at Didcot.
The principles of engineman-ship being the same whatever the gauge and scale
The interest in buses started when in 1972 his father bought a Bristol L5G, with ECW coachwork,
single decker. This was restored and eventually sold on causing heartbreak. So, with a bag of
money at the age 16 he bought a L5G for restoration and use at weddings. This was the inspiration
for a career in busses. Employment at Quantock Transport and Veolia Cymru provided technical
and business experience.
The closure of Veolia Cymru was an incentive to go self-employed, building up a fleet of classic
vehicles for private hire led to 12 school bus contracts and the eventual successful bidding for the
Hinckley Point Construction Park and Ride contract involving 210 buses. The hiatuses in
construction caused serious financial problems which were overcome and a successful service was
established. This was recently sold off to First Bus.
Three years ago, Jonathan made the transition from footplate volunteer to chairmanship of the West
Somerset Railway, inheriting a severely divided organisation with a £1.25M wage bill and a £3M
turnover on the edge of administration. The necessary restructuring to gain business control caused
much anger and unhappiness with staff losing their jobs, but now there is financial stability and
some money in the bank! Government support during Covid shutdowns enabled survival during the
lockdowns and gave the opportunity for overhauling the physical structure and the business
processes. The WSR now has a good Board with the experience and qualifications to run the
railway.
The railway currently has “blue” route availability so the largest locomotives available for use are
of GWR Manor class, of which two are available. Heavier engines will have to wait until the
permanent way has been upgraded.
At Norton Fitzwarren the triangle allows turning of rolling stock to even out wear. The connection
to Network Rail metals lets Charters access the WSR. First Great Western are keen for shuttles
from Taunton to Bishops Lydeard using class 143 Pacers to commence.
Jonathan emphasised that new blood is essential for the future of the railway so good training of and
conditions for young people are very important.
The above is a brief resume of a very informative, interesting and enjoyable talk.
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Further Travels with a Classic Coach or Bus

- by Andrew Tucker

Transport for our recent visit to the Dean Forest Railway was provided by Kelvin Amos who has a
small fleet of classic buses and coaches ranging from a 1940s Bristol L single decker to a 1980s
Leyland Olympian double decker.
Kelvin has asked me to let Fraternity members know that he quite often visits railway events and
provides FREE bus services. His vehicles are kept at Marksbury and passengers can board there or
connections can be arranged with the 376 bus service between Wells and Bristol.
In 2022 Kelvin is planning to attend an event at Kirkby Stephen in Cumbria over the Easter
weekend with options for visits to the Stainmore Railway and Eden Valley Railway with probably
the Wensleydale Railway on Easter Monday. He is also hoping to go to the Isle of Man for a week
in mid-June.
If you are interested or would like to receive regular updates on Kelvin’s plans then contact him on
07748 634224 or ka92@blueyonder.co.uk

2021 – 2022 Programme
All meetings are planned to take place in Wells Town Hall, on the second Tuesday of the month,
7.00 pm onwards for a 7.30 start.
14 Dec
11 Jan

.

8 Feb
8 Mar
12 Apr
10 May
Also
13-14 Aug

AGM followed by Quiz
Roaming in Wisconsin
followed by
The Railway at Evercreech
The 125 Group
Taff Vale Railway No.28
The Last Wheeltapper
To Scotland for Steam – Part 2

set by Jim Allwood.
Malcolm Dowson
Andrew Tucker
Gary Heelas
Iain McCall
Andy Cope
Brian Arman

Railwells Model Railway Exhibition

And Finally :
Did you know that for almost a century, the village of Blair Atholl (between Perth and Inverness)
received its water supply free from the Highland Railway and its successors through to Network
Rail.
In 1911 the HR created its own dam and system of pipes and leats to supply the loco depot water
tank at the station, and, generously, the rest of the village.
Described by Scottish Water as “a historical quirk” and by Network Rail as “an outdated anomaly”,
in 2006 NR paid SW to connect the village to the mains, which already happened to pass through
the village.
Now the water is no longer free, but also it is no longer varying shades of brown and no longer
contains things that wriggle about.
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